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When the editor of PY went sailing, he really went sailing
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I

tried to keep a brave face as I dragged my two heavy
duffle bags among the bustling docks and flag-clad fleet
of racing yachts at Fushan Bay, Qingdao, China. What the

heck was I doing here? I wondered. Why wasn’t I content
to let someone else take this assignment?

Qingdao is set to be the host city for the
2008 Olympic sailing events, but I wasn’t
there to get a good seat. I was there to
crew aboard the 68-foot Victoria Clipper in
the Qingdao-to-Victoria leg of the 05-06
Clipper Round the World Yacht Race.
Pacific Yachting was interested in the race
because the Victoria Clipper was named
after sponsor city Victoria and this leg
would see her sail into her home port.
While I had jumped at the chance to take
part in the race—and to be the only British
Columbian aboard—I was worried about
surviving a 5,600-mile, non-stop race
across the extreme latitudes of the North
Pacific—a trip that would take about 30
days. Not bad for a young guy, but for an
editor pushing 50 who hadn’t done any
offshore sailing for two dozen years...?
The Clipper race is the world’s longest
sporting event in both length (35,000
miles) and time (10 months). The race
was founded in 1995 by Sir Robin KnoxJohnston, the first man to sail singlehandedly, non-stop around the world.
He wanted to make ocean racing available to everyone, not just rich yacht owners and elite racing crews, so his company
supplies the boats, professional skippers
and programs to train the crews. Each
crew is made up of between 12 and 16
males and females, each paying about
$70,000 to participate in the complete
circumnavigation, less for individual legs.
The 10 yachts competing in the 05-06
event were identical, brand new, 68-footers designed by Ed Dubois. These were
no-frills, flush decked, flat-bottomed
racers. Foresails were hanked on and all
the winches were manual.
The race started in Liverpool, England
in September 2005 and was divided into
seven legs. The fleet sailed down the Atlantic to Brazil, around the Cape of Good
Hope to South Africa, across the Southern
Ocean to Western Australia, up to Singapore and through the South China Sea to
China. The only glitch at this point was
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a structural fault in each of the identical
vessels that halted the race in February so
the keels could be reinforced. Following the
China-to-B.C. leg, the boats would race to
the Panama Canal, through the Caribbean
and finish back in Liverpool in late July.
ON APRIL 8 the fleet got off to a blustery
start in 25 knots of wind. This was my
first sail aboard the Victoria Clipper and
hoisting sail and maneouvering before
the start alone had me worn out. Once
across the line, the fleet was forced to
beat to weather for the better part of a
week as we made our way southeast to
the tip of Korea and the islands off the
southern end of Japan.
Within 24 hours of the start the winds
had increased to gale force, gusting to 40
knots. Seasickness has also taken its toll
and during the night, there was more than
one person heaving their stomach contents
over the side—including me. To make matters worse, our supply of dry clothes was
diminishing quickly due to spray, rain and
sweat, and there was little hope that they
would dry out during the voyage. The only
advantage as we fought our way along to
windward under minimal sail was the gale
conditions gave us a break from constant
sail changes.
I’d already learned just how heavy and
bulky those sails were. Each weighed several hundred pounds and took four or more
crew to drag along the deck. The sails were
layered two and three feet thick in the sole
of the crew’s quarters and had to be lifted
eight feet to the deck hatch. Just moving a
sail while bundled up in my raingear would
soak my inner clothes in sweat.
ON DAY THREE the winds abated and
were replaced by fog and light winds—
though still on the nose. However, the
next day the winds backed and built to
20 knots, which meant we were able to
fly the spinnaker for the first time. The
sun also appeared for the first time,

totally, transforming the crew. Hatches
were open and music blasted from the
ship’s sound system. The sea was a rich,
deep blue, speckled with whitecaps and
a few puffy clouds floating overhead. It’s
perfect days like these that make ocean
voyaging so rewarding. Finally we could
sail directly toward our destination.
The winds continued as we rounded the
southern end of Japan, and by keeping an
eye on the water temperature, we played
the warm, north-flowing Japan Current,
boosting our speed by up to five knots and
helping to move us from fifth to third place.
But the good weather didn’t last. On Day
Six, our second gale hit and it was back to
beating into the wind.
One of our biggest concerns for surviving the voyage was keeping dry. And since
there was almost always water coming over
the decks, it was imperative we be outfitted
in waterproof boots, pants, tops and hoods
whenever on deck. With our rainhoods
snugged around our faces and chinstraps
covering our mouths, only our noses were
exposed to the elements. However, nothing
seemed to keep out the rain. Even fancy dry
suits and expensive leather and Gore-tex
boots leaked, and of course rain ran down
our necks and up our sleeves as always happens no matter what one wears.
The gale lasted four days and took its
toll on the fleet. One boat, Jersey, broke
its inner forestay (vital for flying its staysail) and diverted to Yokohama, Japan for
repairs. Aboard another vessel, Qingdao,
a crewman, with a suspected dislocated
shoulder was evacuated to a Japanese
Coast Guard vessel. Skipper Ewan Hind
apparently made the right decisions regarding his tacking strategy during the gale as
we suddenly found ourselves in first place.
Once the gale passed, favourable
winds returned and we began to settle
into some sort of routine. Life aboard a
modern racing sailboat is much different than most people think. First and
foremost, these boats are made to race.
Crews are expected to push them to their
maximum (but safe) speed at all times,
meaning when the wind dies or increases,
larger or smaller sails go up immediately,
regardless of the time of day or how tired
the crew is.
As far as luxuries go, well, there weren’t
any. Belowdecks were wet, condensation
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: A crew
member makes his way forward
in rough weather to work on the
coffee grinder winch.
Bowman Alex Slade (left) and
watch leader Laura Gosling get
doused as they secure one of the
running backstays.

Peter A. Robson X3, clipper crew x1

A typical day at sea.
Crew member Colin Ritchie starts
dressing for his watch. Note the
pipe berths and the sails stowed
on the cabin sole.
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Amanda Burden and the
author on “mother watch” with dried mushrooms and
soon-to-be-baked bread.
The author at the helm—before the weather got really cold.
Richard Jefferies, Rob Saunders,
Shane Smart, Peter A. Robson

On a rare calm day, cameraman/filmmaker Shane Smart
was able to climb the mast. Notice the bowman Angus
Watson (from Calgary) at the end of the spinnaker pole.
The Victoria Clipper had sailed over 20,000 miles since
leaving Liverpool, yet this was the first time the storm
jib was needed.
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dripped from most surfaces, hatches leaked
and water sloshed in the bilges. About the
only way to deal with wet clothes was to
wear them to bed so our body heat could
dry them out. And of course, that led to
wet sleeping bags.
The cooking and cleaning was shared
equally. Each day, two of the crew were
assigned to “mother watch.” This meant
instead of standing watch on deck, they
cooked three meals a day, prepared snacks,
baked bread and/or cookies and made tea
and coffee throughout the day. The mother
watch also cleaned the heads and disinfected all the bulkheads, handholds, ceilings and so on. Not too bad on a calm day,
but when it was stormy…
The watch system was simple: four hours
on deck and four hours below (if all went
well), around the clock. At dinnertime,
both watches stood two-hour watches to
ensure that one watch wasn’t on duty during the same hours each day. And during
off time, about an hour was spent eating,
suiting up or removing foul weather gear,
lifejackets, gloves, balaclavas, safety tethers and multiple inner layers of clothing.
Of course, when required, any time of day
or night, off-watch crew were awakened
and had to suit up immediately to help on
deck. And you can guess that those weren’t
times when the winds were fair. Getting
three hour’s sleep off watch was about as
good as it got.
We often joked how crazy the crew
must have been to be pay for the “privilege” of living under such Spartan conditions (most for the full 10-month circumnavigation of the globe). But, these aren’t
your ordinary people. Only strong-willed
men and women who thrive on challenge
sign up for this type of adventure—and
there’s no doubt that racing around the
world is one of the greatest challenges on
the planet.
AFTER EIGHT DAYS at sea, we left the
Japanese coast and set a course into
the open North Pacific. Because of its
expanse and the many low-pressure
areas that race across it, being in the
right place at the right time was vital to
our race strategy. Our strategy was to
carefully track the low-pressure systems
as they moved across the North Pacific.
Hind wanted to position us at the most
favourable latitude when we encoun-

tered them. The southern portions of between sailing aggressively (and breakthe lows would give us the optimum ing gear) and conservatively (not taking
conditions—following winds. Should full advantage of the wind).
we find ourselves in the central portions
At the end of our second week, the Rusof the lows, the winds would be much sian Kamchatka Peninsula was 500 miles
more variable and light. We wanted to to the north and temperatures were plumavoid the northern parts as the winds meting. We measured 3.5° C on deck and
would be on the nose. While this strat- 7° C (with 99-percent humidity) in the
egy would no doubt be mirrored by other unheated crews quarters.
skippers, Hind hoped to out-strategize
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The crew of Victoria Clipper as we approach
the coast of Vancouver Island. Left to right:
Rob Saunders, Gordon Ritchie, Peter Hill,
Colin Ritchie, Amanda Burden, Alex Slade
(rear), Richard Jefferies, Claire Plews, Angus
Watson, Richard Symonds, the author
(foreground), David Hayes, Tessa Suddens,
Skipper Ewan Hind. Not shown, Laura
Gosling (at helm), cameraman Shane Smart.

and we were all within five miles of each
other. We’d spent almost a day within sight
of Durban—an amazing sight after sailing
2,000 miles alone—and the rest of the fleet
seemed to be falling farther and farther
behind. We were sailing through a highpressure area, but the fair winds and gentle
seas didn’t last long.
The start of the third week brought
gale force headwinds—for the third time
since leaving China. It remained bitterly
cold, and waves and spray were constantly washing over the boat. The cold
was making our lives miserable. Worst

was making sail changes when there was
a constant deluge of spray and waves
washing over everyone and everything on
deck. Those waves were instantly numbing—especially when the water found its
way into our boots and down our necks.
Trying to open brass hanks to attach sails
or to tie lines onto sails became a superhuman effort, and our fingers numbed
within seconds of removing our gloves to
tie and untie knots. Several times waves
washed crew down the decks, terrifying
those watching and working alongside.
Had someone gone overboard, there
would have been no chance of survival.
To make life more bearable, whenever
possible only half the watch would be
on deck at a time. The other half would
huddle below decks and rotate every
hour. However, below decks offered little
comfort. There was no heating system
aboard these Spartan craft. When the
generator was running, we could
plug in a small electric fan heater
on its low setting, but that was
it. And there was no heat in the
crew’s quarters.
The gale continued for four days
and it was all we could do to climb
into our cold, dripping raingear,
soaked gloves and hats and drag
ourselves on deck. We were still
leading the race (by about 80 miles),
but it was little comfort. The wind
was blowing 45 knots and there
were constant sleet flurries—not
that nice fluffy stuff that we build
snowmen out of back home, but a
blizzard driven slush that stuck to
the sails and whatever side of our
The victorious crew celebrate on their
way into Victoria’s Inner Harbour.

Ingrid Abery, Shane Smart

Pro-Series
Windlass

bodies was exposed to its brunt. There was
little conversation other than discussions
about how cold we were. The only escape
was sleep, glorious sleep. On board, there
never seemed to be enough time for it. Our
womb-like berths were a welcome antidote
to storms and our only escape from the 15
other people sharing the same 68 feet of
boat. If we could have, we’d have loved to
have spent more time in our bunks. But
that wasn’t going to happen on this Pacific
crossing. We slept as often as we could,
mostly every time we were off watch. We
slept despite the violent motion of the
boat and the constant noise of wind, waves
and people on deck. It’s amazing how the
human body can adapt to the rigours we
put it through.
After four days of miserable beating to
weather, the winds moved aft and continued to blow at 50 or more knots. We
were now 400 miles south of the Aleutians. Despite the winds, the direction
made the motion slightly more comfortable, the sailing easier and increased our
speed dramatically.
In such conditions, when all is well, flatbottomed boats such as the Clipper racers can actually surf down the faces of big
swells. I imagine it is much the same as
body surfing, but on a much grander scale.
The boat lifts, begins to be pushed by the
wave and wind in tandem, then rides the
wave for 10, 20 or 30 seconds with a tremendous shuddering of the hull and a wall
of water spraying out either side. Surfing
is about as exhilarating as it gets. There’s
something indescribable about holding the
wheel as the boat thunders down a massive
wave at 15 knots. Surfing like this, gave us
our best 24-hour run so far—264 miles.
Best of all, following winds were forecast
to continue for three or four more days,
which would help speed us home, away
from the cold.
We held onto our lead and each day
increased it by a few miles.
AFTER THREE WEEKS at sea, we crossed
a major milestone—1,000 miles to go.
The change in the tone of life aboard was
subtle, but definite. Whereas over the
weeks previous our lives had consisted
of simply surviving and keeping the boat
sailing fast, the realization that, yes, this
voyage may actually end soon brought
about a welcome attitude adjustment.
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special boat.
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1366 Roy Rd., Bellingham, WA 98229
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ON OUR 27TH DAY at sea, we saw the

peaks of the Coast Range appear on the
horizon, followed shortly by the forested
mountains of Vancouver Island. And
what a welcome relief the sight of land
was to us all. For most of the crew, it was
the highlight of the voyage—which perhaps isn’t saying much.
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Enjoying beer and champagne dockside with
family, media and well wishers as we wait for
customs clearance.

From the very start of the race, it was
clear that this leg was going to be the
most difficult of the circumnavigation.
As crewman Rob Saunders put it, “This
one is going to be talked about the most
because of the extreme conditions compared to what we had before; the cold
temperatures, the distance and the fact
that we will likely win it.”
Seeing land also began to instill the
crew with an unforgettable feeling of
accomplishment. Despite all the difficulties we’d encountered, one of
the ironies of offshore sailing is how
quickly the bad times at sea are forgotten. Crewmember Clare Plews summed
it up, “I think we’ll look back and think
about how amazing the experience was
and we’ll forget the horrible bits.” Tessa
Suddens agreed, “When you get one
good day of sailing, it makes you forget
all the rest, which is probably why we
keep doing it.” So true.
ON MAY 5, at 0957, Victoria Clipper crossed
the finish line off the Ogden Point breakwater to a rousing hometown welcome.
It had taken two days to sail the last 150
miles, but the race was over. Ashore, we
were treated like returning heros, making
our victory all that much sweeter.

I

n the end, I can’t say my experience
was the same as the rest of the crew—I
took part in only one leg of the boat’s
circumnavigation. However, we’d stood
side by side during the storms, shared the
hard work, the steering, the cooking, the
food, bad jokes and the same cramped boat
for 29 days. And together we sailed across
the North Pacific.

Ingrid Abery

Over the course of the next few days,
the winds began to diminish. When they
dropped below 30 knots and the seas
moderated enough, we hoisted our heavy
weight spinnaker and were able to maintain a 10-plus knot speed. The temperatures were still close to freezing, but every
so often, the sun would peek through the
clouds to brighten up our lives.
About 700 miles from Victoria, we
entered a high-pressure area and the
winds, although from a favourable direction, began to ease. With only a few days to
go, we began to realize that we just might
be able to hold onto our lead and finish in
first place. The fleet was now spread out
behind us between 150 and 1,000 miles.
There was a great deal of concern about
saying or doing anything that could potentially jinx our chances of breaking the curse
so no one was thinking or talking about the
possibility of crossing that finish line first.
In the history of the race, no boat had
ever crossed the finish line first at its namesake city. We called this the “home-port
curse.” Were Victoria to win on this leg
to Victoria, the curse would be shattered
forever. Leading a fleet of 10 identical
yachts across this huge expanse of ocean
was certainly an accomplishment. Most of
the credit for our lead was due to Hind’s
skill at putting us in the right part of the
weather systems at the right time. His tactics were paying off and he’d made all the
right calls.

